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Abstract

This thesis describes a study of the evolution of the trace tritium content in the JET
tokamak. The study is based on measurements of the neutron emission, which were
performed with the magnetic proton recoil (MPR) spectrometer. Data analysis
procedures used to extract the results are described in some detail. The thesis also
describes a simplified theoretical model to calculate the absolute tritium concentration
with a comparison to the experimental results. The present study covers the time
period 1996-2000 and the evolution of neutron emission spectroscopy (NES) results
are compared with information from related diagnostic sources, and used to discuss
the important issue of how tritium is retained in the JET tokamak.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Fusion - a potential energy source

Energy from nuclear fusion is a dream for our society that may be coming true.

Fusion has an enormous potential and if developed and technically solved it could

change our world. Nuclear fusion is the energy source that powers the sun and stars. It

can be produced from seawater, which is a practically infinite resource. We would

then not be dependent on uranium and maybe not even on oil. Fusion is a dream

coming true, but is it possible? To answer that question is not in the scope of this

thesis instead these report concerns small, but significant, steps forward to the

solution of one of mankind's most difficult goals- a commercial fusion reactor.

The fuel for a future fusion reactor could be hydrogen extracted from seawater and

the products would be helium and limited amounts of radioactive materials. This

should be compared with a fission nuclear reaction, which uses uranium as fuel and

produces plenty of radioactive waste products. Safety is also in a fusion reactor's

favour, since the fuel is only inserted when needed and not stored inside the reactor as

in a fission reactor.

The disadvantages of a fusion reactor may be its size and development cost. Today

everything points to that a commercial reactor will be a very large, complex and

therefore expensive device. This could result in a few, and expensive reactors. But this

is still far in the future and until then scientists continue their quest for harnessing the

energy of the sun.

On my fusion journey someone passed me and said; "Between what you wish and

what you know lies the secret of fusion research". Because of this fascination, fusion

will always be studied until solved or found impossible.

1.2 Relevant fusion physics

A nuclear fusion reaction occurs when two light nuclei form a heavier one. The

mass of the final particle is lighter than the sum of the two initial nuclei and the mass

difference is released as kinetic energy. Under "normal" conditions the Coulomb

barrier prevents fusion reactions to occur, however due to quantum tunnelling



phenomena fusion reactions may occur for thermal plasma temperatures of around 10

keV (1.1 • 107 K corresponds to 1 keV). For fusion reactions to occur the Coulomb

barrier is around 1 MeV.

The physics of fusion research is mainly that of nuclear and plasma physics. The

nuclear reactions normally considered are those involving isotopes of hydrogen and

helium. For this thesis only the nuclear reactions of the two heavy hydrogen isotopes,

deuterium (d) and tritium (t) are relevant. Deuterium contains one proton and one

neutron and tritium one proton and two neutrons. Due to their low charge and

relatively high mass they are optimal choices as fuel for a fusion reactor.

In a reactor with only deuterium as fuel the main reactions are:

(1.2.1)

and

d + d -> 3He(0.62) + n(2A5MeV) (1.2.2)

where the energies are those released as kinetic energy of the final nuclei. These

reactions are equally probable. Besides the energy released, there is an on-going

production of tritium in a deuterium plasma. The tritons are produced in the plasma

with a birth energy of 1.01 MeV and remains there until thermalized.

In a reactor using a mixture of deuterium and tritium fuel two additional

reaction channels are possible:

d +t -> 4He(3.56MeV) + n(U.03MeV) (1.2.3)

and

4 +11.33MeV (1.2.4)

In the case of a deuterium plasma, the 14-MeV neutron produced in dt-reactions is

the so-called triton burn-up neutron (TBN). Note that the tritons involved here are

created at the same rate as the 2.5-MeV neutrons from equation (1.2.2). When the 14-

MeV neutron from reaction (1.2.3) is the result of fusion between a deuterium and a

tritium from the injected fuel, that neutron is called a deuterium-tritium neutron

(DTN).



The energy distributions of the TBN and DTN neutrons are normally quite

different, something that will be investigated further in section 4.2 and is a central

point of this thesis.

An advantage with using tritium as a fuel is that the d+t and t+t reactions give a

higher release of energy per reaction than the d+d fusion reactions. Another advantage

is that, for a certain fuel temperature, the dt reactions occur at a rate about 100 times

higher than dd reactions. However, tritium is an unstable isotope, which gives the

disadvantage of handling a radioactive fuel. Furthermore, tritium is not naturally

occurring and must therefore be produced [1].

1.3. The tokamak and other fusion devices

In the beginning of the 50's Sakharov (also awarded the Nobel Peace Prize) and

Tamm, two Russian scientists, conceived a torodial magnetic chamber [1]. Which

they refered to as the tokamak. The device is shaped as a torus, the Greek word for a

hollowed ring such as that of a doughnut. The torus, in its fusion research application,

is a vacuum vessel containing heated gas of temperatures of several million degrees

Kelvin. At that temperature the gas becomes separated into electrons and nuclei and

enters a new state of matter called a plasma.

Since the plasma is ionised it can be confined

with magnetic fields. The magnetic field of a

tokamak is composed of two, axisymmetric

components: a strong torodial magnetic field,

generated by external coils, and a much

weaker polodial magnetic field generated by

the torodial current which flows in the

plasma. The torodial current is generated by

transformer action, where the plasma acts as

the secondary winding.

Figure 1.3.1. A drawing of the JET
tokamak.

For several years, the tokamak has been the most promising fusion device.

Therefore, several tokamaks have been built around the world and the largest and

most successful yet is The Joint European Torus (JET), situated in Culham,

Oxfordshire, England. A model picture of the JET reactor is shown in figure 1.3.1.



The JET torus has a minor horizontal, ah, and vertical, av, axis of 1.25 m and 2.10 m,

respectively, and a major radius, R , of 2.96 m (see Figure 1.3.2).

The aim of nuclear fusion research is to produce a plasma that generates more

energy through fusion reactions than is required to create and sustain that plasma.

Such plasmas must satisfy the so-called Lawson criterion: n{CE > 2-1020m~3s for a

deuterium-tritium plasma at the so-called ignition point (see below). Here nt is the

number of ions per unit volume and TE is the energy confinement time. In addition to

this, the plasma must have a high enough ion temperature Tt, 10-30 keV for

deuterium-tritium fuel. At present, values that equal the required Lawson criterion has

been achieved for nt and TE individually, however, the results were obtained at

different tokamaks and not simultaneously. The model used to obtain the Lawson

criterion for TE nt assumes a continuos supply of power to replenish the power losses

from the plasma. This supply of power would be unnecessary if the thermonuclear

power within the plasma provided sufficient plasma heating to balance the power

losses. This self-heating is due to the slowing down of the Helium ions produced and

it is called a -heating. When a plasma reaches the point where a -heating balances

the power losses, the plasma ignites. External heating would then be unnecessary.

Ignition has yet to be achieved, and in the mean time fusion devices rely on external

heating sources to obtain conditions favourable for fusion. The auxiliary heating

devices used are mainly of two kinds, namely, neutral beam injectors (NBI) and radio

frequency antennas (RF).

Since charged particles cannot easily penetrate the tokamak's magnetic

confinement field, the NBI technique involves injecting high-energy beams of neutral

atoms into the plasma for fuelling and heating. Once inside the plasma, the atoms of

the beams are ionised and the ions are then confined. Two NBI's are installed on JET

and they produce atoms with kinetic energies of 80 and 140 keV, respectively.

With the RF technique, the plasma is heated with radio waves tuned at the

resonance frequency of either the electron or the ions in the plasma. At present, two

types of RF heating are used: Electron-Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ECRH) and Ion

Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ICRH).



In addition to NBI and RF heating the thermally confined plasma is also self-

heated. This Ohmic heating corresponds to the heating of a wire by a current flowing

through it. Ohmic heating in a tokamak is insufficient to reach temperatures necessary

for thermonuclear fusion since, contrary to a wire, the resistance of a plasma decreases

strongly with increasing temperature, thus making ohmic heating inefficient at high

temperatures.

As the plasma is heated more and more the number of fusion reactions increases.

The Q-value is a quantity used to measure the efficiency of a process.

(1.3.1)

Here Eout is the energy output from fusion reactions and Ein is the energy input from

auxiliary heating such as NBI and RF.

Impurities in a reactor reduce the fusion reaction rate. This is due to deuterium and

tritium reacting with other materials, which reduces the chance of reacting with each

other. An indication of the level of impurities in a reactor is given by the mean charge

per ion, Z-effective or Zeff . Fully ionised carbon with Z=6 and helium with Z=2 are

common impurities. A typical value for the Ze// in JET is around 1.8.
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Figure 1.3.2. Crossections of a tokamak. The left panel shows a circular crossection

with some components indicated. The right panel shows the D-shaped JET

crossection.



The JET vacuum vessel and magnetic field systems are said to operate in a

divertor mode. Waste products in the plasma, e.g. the alpha particles, are transferred

to a thin plasma layer called the scrape-off layer (SOL). The particles in the SOL are

then transmitted to the divertor at the bottom of the vessel and absorbed on the

divertor tiles (located in the region marked "target" in Fig. 1.3.2). Divertor operation

reduces the impurity content of the main plasma.

Except for JET other main tokamaks in the world are, for example, the Tokamak

Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR, now mothballed) in Princeton, USA and the Japan

Tokamak (JT-60) in Naka-machi, Japan.

At present, there are plans for an upgrade of the JET facilities, the so-called JET

Enhanced Performance, JET-EP, programme, which, among other things, includes an

upgrade of the heating systems. The JET-EP is planned to start in 2004.

Since 1985 there has been work on planning and designing the next step fusion

device. This effort, labelled the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor

(ITER), was initially a four-party collaboration between EURO ATOM, Japan, the

Russian Federation and USA. After a conceptual design phase in 1988-1990 the

engineering design activities started in 1992. The ITER work is still going on, but now

without US participation. The aim with ITER is to "provide the basis for the design of

a first demonstration fusion power station that would demonstrate the reliable

generation of electricity"[17]. Several locations of ITER are possible. Canada, France

and Japan are among those interested in hosting this new device.

While Europe, Japan and Russia continue research on tokamaks, the US has now

partly shifted its fusion research focus towards inertial confinement (laser) fusion,

where small pellets of hydrogen are bombarded with short pulses of intense laser

energy, setting off small hydrogen bomb explosions. The heat from the explosions is

then collected for energy production [3]. To study this process a new large facility, the

National Ignition Facility (NIF), is being constructed at the Lawrence Livermore

laboratory in California, USA.

1.4. This thesis

The work for this thesis was conducted in Uppsala at the Department of

Neutron Research and at JET in England. The main experimental data were acquired
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with the MPR spectrometer (see Section 2 below). Additional plasma pulse data were

extracted from the JET database with the help of Fortran programs. The Spectroscopic

Neutron Analysis Program (SNAP) [18], available at JET, was used to calculate the

reactivities used in section 5.

2. The MPR spectrometer

2.1 Spectrometer principle

Neutrons are emitted from the JET reactor vessel due to dd or dt fusion reactions.

One way to investigate the properties of the plasma is to measure the neutrons with a

spectrometer. The Magnetic Proton Recoil (MPR) spectrometer is such a neutron

spectrometer owned and operated by Uppsala University at JET. With the MPR it is

possible to measure the ion temperature, the plasma rotation velocity, the neutron

yield and obtain information about the velocity distribution of the reacting ions.

In the MPR, a cylindrical steel collimator first collimates the neutron flux from the

reactor. The neutron flux is then directed onto a polythene foil (target). In the target a

fraction of the neutrons collide with protons in elastic nuclear reactions. The

relationship between incoming neutron and outgoing proton energies is given by Eq.

2.1.1. For small scattering angles the recoil proton energy is almost identical to that of

the neutron.

Ep=Encos28np (2.1.1)

Protons emitted from the target in the forward direction pass through a proton

collimator and are then deflected in the spectrometer's magnetic field. The protons are

finally imaged onto the spectrometer's focal plane, according to their momentum. A

flexible system of foils and aperture makes it possible to set the spectrometer at

different resolution settings. A sensitive detector (hodoscope) is placed at the focal

plane to record the recoil protons. The hodoscope is composed of 37 plastic

scintillators, each one connected to a photo-multiplicator (PM) tube via a light guide.

In the PM tube, the light collected from the scintillator is converted to an electrical

signal and amplified; thus the signal output of the PM tube is an electrical charge
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pulse. The charge signal from the PM tube is transferred to the Data Acquisition

(DAQ) system by 110 m long co-axial cables.

The scintillators of the hodoscope are of two different widths. In the centre, where

the signal intensities is highest, the scintillators are narrower (8 mm), partly to reduce

the count rate but also to give a higher energy resolution. At the high and low-energy

ends, where the count rate is lower, scintillators are wider (20 mm). The scintillator

thicknesses are chosen so as to just exceed the range of protons when the spectrometer

is set to receive 14-MeV protons in the centre channels.

In addition to the detectors of the hodoscope there are three scintillators placed

behind the hodoscope. These so-called dummy scintillators do not see the proton

signal and are used to monitor the intensity of the background radiation and also give

its spectral shape.

The proton detector system is designed to work at signal rates up to several MHz

and at the same time be reasonably insensitive to background. The entire spectrometer

system, including the focal plane detector, is placed in an evacuated chamber to avoid

interactions of protons with air, which could degrade the performance through energy

loss, straggling and multiple scattering, giving angular dispersion of the proton

trajectories [4].

The MPR spectrometer was installed in JET Torus Hall in September 1996. Since

February 1997, the spectrometer has been used for measurements of mainly 14-MeV

neutron spectra from both dd and dt plasmas.

The spectrometer's line of sight makes a double pass through the plasma centre,

grazing the central column. The ratio between the total neutron yield from the JET

vessel and the total number of protons seen by the MPR hodoscope was found to be

1013 [4] for this line of sight and with a 4% resolution setting of the spectrometer.

2.2. Data acquisition

The MPR instrument is located in the Torus Hall of JET where a high level of

radiation is present. During operation, the spectrometer is not accessible and it has

therefore been equipped with a system to monitor and control it auxiliary devices like

the magnet power supply, the high voltage power supply for the PM-tubes, the

neutron collimator, the target wheel and the proton aperture, etc. An important part of
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this is the Data Acquisition (DAQ) system, mentioned in section 2.1, which handles

and stores signals from the focal plane detector. The charge pulse from a PM tube is

split into two signals, which are treated in two separate branches of the DAQ system,

the analogue and the digital branch. The digital branch counts the number of protons

that reach each hodoscope channel with as high time resolution as possible (sealer

data); normally the time resolution is set to 10 ms. In the analogue branch, pulse

height data (ADC spectra) are acquired for each scintillator detector. To discriminate

against background events, only PM signals with an amplitude above a certain pulse

height threshold are recorded by the DAQ electronics.

3. Experimental campaigns and tritium retention

3.1. Deuterium-Tritium campaigns

In 1990, a Preliminary Tritium Experiment (PTE) was performed at JET. In the

PTE, 5 mg of tritium was introduced into the vessel [5]. The goal of the PTE

campaign was, among others, to understand the behaviour of tritium in tokamaks

fusion experiment including its interaction with the vessel walls. During 1997, the

Deuterium Tritium Experiment 1 (DTEl) was conducted. The total inventory for this

experiment was 35 g. After the DTEl, the tritium retained in the vessel walls, had

reached a level of about 40 % of the tritium inserted [6]. After the DTEl, a clean-up

campaign was initiated to retrieve as much tritium as possible from the vessel.

The question of the tritium retention is an important subject and it is also a major

topic in this thesis. The relevance of the subject is due to a number of factors. The

retention must be known in order to be able the importance to forecast the level of

tritium needed in future reactors for the fuelling. There also the safety hazards

associated with large amounts of radioactive tritium retained in the vessel moreover,

there is an economical aspect of having expensive tritium tied up in reactor

components.
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3.2. Tritium retention

Tritium is retained in the vessel walls due to two factors. First, there is the

dynamic retention that is the saturation level of the walls during a single pulse.

Second, there is the long-term retention that is defined as the difference between total

input and total exhaust of tritium over a longer time period.

Fuels of tritium, deuterium or helium (3He) in a fusion reaction, will give

different amounts of dynamic retention because of their individual properties. During

the course of a pulse, the walls become saturated and after a pulse there is a slow

recovery of gas. The amount of gas retained depends on several parameters, such as

the wall surface material and shape, the plasma temperature and the type of fuel. In the

beginning of the DTE1, about 80 % of the tritium introduced in a single pulse was

retained in the walls. This was due to an isotope exchange process where the tritons

change places with deutrons; the deuterium was built up from previous deuterium

campaigns.

At the end of the DTE1 campaign, about 20% of all tritium introduced remained

in the vessel walls. This level decreased slowly during the clean-up campaign. It was

found that a higher level of tritium than expected was deposited at the bottom of the

vessel, in the area of the plasma divertor (see section 1.3). A significant fraction of the

tritium is retained in flakes and deposits in low areas of the JET vessel. These

flakes/deposits are probably the effect of erosion in high temperature areas, like in and

around the divertor [7]. In 1998, the divertor plates used during the DTE1 were

removed. This resulted in a 30 to 40 decrease of the vessel tritium concentration [8].

The tritium level in the vessel, the end year 2000, will be discussed in later sections.

4. Data analysis

The relative concentration of tritium in the JET plasma can be estimated using

MPR data. In this section we describe the steps necessary to extract the proton

position histogram and how this histogram is used to obtain the neutron energy

distribution and finally the tritium concentration.
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4.1. ADC spectra

Each of the 40 channels of the focal plane detector is connected to an

analogue-to-digital conversion (ADC) module. In this module the charge signal from

the PM tube is processed, digitised and in conjunction with a so-called histogram

module, stored for later retrieval by the DAQ computer. An example of such an ADC

spectrum is shown in Figure 4.1.1. [9].

10 =

1 0 4

Number
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1 0 '
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discriminator
edge events
full energy protons
background
total fitted spectrum

Wfe

10 15

Energy (MeV)

25

Figure 4.1.1. Experimental ADC-spectrum for detector channel 16

(solid prints with error bars). The spectral components described in the text are

indicated.

From a general understanding of the physics involved and a precise knowledge of

the behaviour of the detector scintillators, it is possible to identify several components

in the ADC spectra. In short, there are three components, one due to fully stopped

protons, a second due to protons only partly stopped within the scintillator in question

and finally the background. In addition, there is also the effect of the discriminator to

consider. The components have been described mathematically and then used to fit the

ADC spectra. This fitting procedure makes it possible to estimate the strength of each

component, even when a significant mixing is present. In order to translate the number
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of ADC counts into a number of sealer counts a dead time correction is necessary. The

dead time is the fraction of time that the ADC is busy and not able to receive

information. In practical terms, dead time is calculated as the ratio between ADC and

sealer number of counts. Note that the sealer is practically dead time free.

To clearly distinguish the different spectral components discussed above, data

from a large number of pulses need to be summed; this is also the case in Figure 4.1.1.

In order to analyse an ADC spectrum in detail, some experimental information is

needed, e.g., the mean energy deposited by the signal protons in each scintillator. This

quantity can be determined by calculations and for the central hodoscope channel it is

14 MeV. The spectral component due to protons fully stopped within a single

scintillator can be represented by two Gaussian distributions close this the mean

energy. One of the Gaussians is centred at the mean energy while the other is shifted

towards slightly higher pulse heights, due to direct light effects in the PM tube. The

two Gaussian distributions can be written as:

Ax-bf) , ({x-{l + e)bf , .....
fG =aexp ^—-J- +dexp ^ 2 (4.1.1)

where a,b,c,d,e and g are constants. It could also be mentioned that the second

Gaussian normally is broader than the first (g>c).

Protons, which share their energy between two neighbouring scintillators, so

called edge events, can be divided into two types as shown in Figure 4.1.2. The escape

events are those entering the studied scintillator and then escaping to a neighbour.

Shadow events are defined as those occurring when a proton enters an adjacent

scintillator and ends it trajectory in the scintillator in question. The pulse heights of

the two types of edge events together build up an approximately square distribution

with a cut-off at the full energy proton peak. In reference to Fig. 4.1.2, it should be

mentioned that all impinging protons have an angle ^ 90° to the scintillator surface,

i.e., no events are lost in the small (0.5 mm) gap between scintillators. It should also

be noted, that only the escapee events are considered as belonging to the scintillator in

question, as indicated in Figure 4.1.2. Careful simulation calculations have been
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performed to study the edge events [11] and a method for correcting the data for this

effect has been derived.

1 Scintillator

s //

shadow edge events escape edge events

Figure 4.1.2. Trajectories of the two types of edge events.

The edge events can mathematically be represented as:

JEE

1 + exp x-b
Q.5MeV,,

(4.1.2)

where h is the amplitude of the distribution and b the position of the cut-off at the full

energy proton peak.

The background is built up of two parts: first, neutrons penetrating the radiation

shield to reach the hodoscope and second, gamma rays, mostly due to neutron capture

reactions in the shield. The background is the dominant component at the low energy

side of the spectrum and it decays exponentially towards higher energy. The

background can be represented as:

fB =
1

x-15MeV
1 + expl p-

1 0.5MeV

(4.1.3)

where j and k are constants, and i is a summation index (normally, / < 2).

Mathematically, the discriminator action can be introduced as a weight function,

affecting all the other components, and it is represented as:
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/ D = l 7 ^ (4-1.4)
, x-m
1 + exp

0.06AfeV

where m is a constant, giving the position of the discriminator cut.

Fits to the ADC spectra were done with two different computer programs; the

commercial code KaleidaGraph and the MPR group's specially developed data

analysis code, MAW [16]. The fitting function that was used is:

F = fD{fG+fEE+fB) (4.1.5)

From the ADC fits using Eq. 4.1.5 the total number of signal proton events is

easily obtained by integrating the spectral components due to fully stopped protons

and edge events; in the latter case only half the intensity is used, since only the

escapee type is to be included. An additional dead-time correction has also to be

included.

4.2. Data extraction

To extract the number of proton events for each hodoscope channel from the ADC

spectra, like the one in Figure 4.1.1, two methods can be used. One method is to

extract the number of signal proton events by direct inspection of the spectrum. In this

approach, all events with amplitudes higher than a selected threshold level were

considered to be signal proton events. This method works particularly well at the

high-energy side of the hodoscope, where the full energy proton peak is well separated

from the background.

The second method is based on spectral fits to estimate the number of signal

proton events, as discussed in the previous section. At the low energy side, where the

full energy proton peak is more or less embedded in the background, the fit method

should give a more reliable value for the number of events. An example of an ADC

spectrum with a fit applied is depicted in Fig 4.1.1.

18



For the channels at the centre of the hodoscope, where there is some interference

between the background distribution and the full energy proton peak, both methods

should give reasonable results.

In those cases where fits are applied to the ADC spectra, the total number of full

energy proton events is obtained by integrating the double Gaussian distribution (Eq.

4.1.1), using the parameter values obtained in the fit. Similarly, the number of edge

events is given by the corresponding spectral component. The sum of full energy and

Edge events is further corrected for ADC dead time effects.

As a consistency check, both the manual and the fit methods were applied to a few

intermediate energy channels. It turned out that the difference in proton counts

between the two methods increased with decreasing ADC channel number. The

difference varied between 1-15 %, where the fit method consistently gave the higher

value. The number of events at the low energy side is about 1/10 of the amount in the

middle channels; the highest energy channels have practically no signal counts.

77 bp

—"'— Channoi 5 1000

100

& 10

1

0.1

\

Ihreshold level used in the ~\
inspection method. ;

V

8 10 12 14 16 18

Energy (keV)

Figure 4.2.1 The left panel shows ADC spectra for detector channels 5 and 30. Note the
different positions of the proton peaks. The right panel shows the principle of the so
called inspection method.

In Fig. 4.2.1 are plotted two ADC spectra, illustrating the different situations

for low and high energy detector channels; channels 5 and 30 are chosen here. The

mean energy of protons impinging on channel 5 is 12.3 MeV while for channel 30 it is

15.3 MeV. Note, however, that the shape of the background distribution is practically

the same. In the right panel of this figure is also given an example of the inspection

method for extracting the number of proton counts. The vertical line indicates the

threshold above which all events are considered to be proton signal events. The cut
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should be positioned such that the number of signal proton counts lost below the

threshold equals the number of background counts included above it.

4.3. Neutron emission spectroscopic analysis

The data extraction results in a proton position histogram, which is the

spectrometer's representation of the energy distribution of the neutrons, emitted from

the plasma. One such spectrum is shown in Figure 4.3.1; it corresponds to MPR data

taken in Dec-97 to Jan-98.

Comparison of fit with data
Fitted spectral

X(mm)

14000 1500(5 16000 17000 18

Neutron energy (keV)

Figure 4.3.1. The left panel shows the extracted proton histogram for a large number of plasma

pulses collected in December -97 (points with error bars). The full line is the result of an analysis

according to the two component model used in this thesis. The right panel shows the fitted TBN

and DTN spectral components.

As discussed in Section 1.2, there are two sources of tritium in the JET vessel after

DTE1. First there is the TBN component, where the tritium is a product of an initial

dd-reaction, and second there is the DTN part, involving tritium retained from the

DTE1 campaign. MPR data, collected with a setting for 14-MeV neutrons after the

DTE1, has therefore been analysed with a model taking the TBN and DTN

components into account. An example of experimental data, measured by the MPR,

and the resulting neutron spectral fit is shown in Figure 4.3.1.

The shape of the TBN component is well known from previous MPR

measurements [11]. Furthermore, it is not expected to vary significantly with different

plasma conditions, especially since the data used here involves summing over several

types of plasma pulses (in effect, performing an averaging). Therefore, in the analysis
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used here, the shape of this component has been fixed, and only its amplitude was

allowed to vary. It should be noted that the TBN component is a broad distribution,

because of the high initial energy of the produced tritium (about 1 MeV, Eq. 1.2.1).

The DTN distribution, on the other hand, varies in amplitude with the amount of

tritium in the vessel as it is produced from tritium recycled from the vessel walls. The

DTN distribution is narrower than the TBN component because of the lower energy

(typically a few lCTs of keV) involved in thermal reactions between deuterium and

retained tritium.

In addition to TBN and DTN components discussed above there is also a

contribution of low-energy neutrons in the spectrum due to such effects as collimator

inscattering and wall emission.

The analysis of the data in terms of the two components, TBN and DTN was done

with a custom-built application for the Microsoft Excel spread sheet program [15].

The Excel-sheet determines the intensities of the two components (TBN and DTN) by

fitting the extracted proton spectrum; also the width of the DTN component is a free

parameter in this fit. The parameters are determined using the x1 -minimisation

method, which also provides a measurement of the quality of the fit. The relative

spectral intensities are then directly proportional to the concentration of tritium in the

plasma. By making MPR measurements at different times after the DTE1, it has

therefore been possible to follow the evolution of the retained tritium in the JET

vessel.

4.4. NES results

4.4.1 Tritium level in JET before DTE1

As mentioned before, the first introduction of tritium fuel into the JET vessel

took place during the Preliminary Tritium Experiment (PTE) in 1991. The amount

inserted was small except for two high power pulses, which involved an estimated

tritium level of 15 % in the core, due to fuelling by NBI. The plasma tritium fraction

was otherwise always below 10~3 [6]. Six years later, in 1997, the Deuterium Tritium

Experiment (DTE1) was conducted. During the DTE1, the plasma tritium fraction

covered the range 0-100%. As the input of tritium during PTE was small it is hard to
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determine the quantity still left in the machine six years later. However, in order to

assess the long-term development of tritium retention it is important to know the

situation just before the DTEl campaign; the tritium level before that experiment can

be considered as a background level for the studies performed after. Before the DTEl,

the tritium content in the vessel was below the detection limit for the devices normally

used to measure this quantity, i.e. below the 10~5 -10"4 level, [4]. Therefore, an

attempt was made to determine the tritium level using Neutron Emission

Spectroscopy (NES).

For this analysis, MPR data for a large number of pulses from January to

February -97, a period just before the DTEl, were selected and summed. The proton

position histogram was extracted and submitted to the two-component analysis model

described in Sect. 4.3. The resulting fitted components are shown in Figure 4.4.1.1.

of lit ywth data.

. ' ' ~x
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Figure 4.4.1.1. Th left panel shows the extracted proton histogram from plasma pulses summed
before the DTEl. The right panel represents the resulting spectral DTN and TBN components.
This result corresponds to the highest possible DTN intensity.

As can be seen in Figure 4.4.1.1, the DTN component is much weaker than the

TBN-component, due to very small amounts of retained tritium. Because of this large

difference, the spectral fitting program had difficulties in finding a stable solution. To

make the analysis work, the temperature parameter of the DTN-component had to be

locked at a relevant value; here was chosen 19 keV. Even with this simplification to

the analysis procedure, the quality of the fit was poor and the results were only weakly

dependent on the DTN intensity; therefore, only an upper limit of 20% for the DTN

intensity before DTEl could be deduced. The analysis of this data set can be seen as a

sensitivity test of the model used and the Excel-based analysis program. To

summarise, we conclude that the relative intensity of the DTN component before the

DTEl was less than 20%, which corresponds to a relative tritium concentration of
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1.0-10 5 , and that this value also represents the sensitivity of the present analysis

method.

Note that the solution shown in Figure 4.4.1.1 corresponds to the solution

giving the upper limit of the DTN component, i.e., the case with 20% DTN intensity.

4.4.2. Tritium level at JET in autumn-00

It is an ongoing effort of the MPR group to monitor the evolution of the

tritium concentration after DTE1. In a previous work [12] were presented results for

five different measurements over the time period Dec-97 to Oct-99. To study the

evolution of tritium concentration further, new MPR data were collected for this thesis

during the autumn 2000. This data set was further divided into an early autumn period

(September-00) and a late autumn period (November-00). Since the number of dt

reactions in present JET plasmas is very low, several hundred plasma pulses from

each time period were summed to get good statistics. Results from the three time

periods where new data have been analysed, namely January-97, September-00 and

November-00 are presented in Table 4.4.2.1

Table 4.4.2.1. Analysis results for data collected with the MPR spectrometer in January-97, September-

00 and November-00. Xv *s t n e reduced chi-squared.

Time of

measurement

January-97

September-00

November-00

Sept-00+Nov-00

2

/Cv

8.41

1.78

1.89

2.7

T^keV)

50±4

19±3

33±9

25±4

0.19±0.01

0.38 ±0.02

0.24 ±0.02

0.38 ±0.02

*TBN

0.81 ±0.01

0.62 ±0.02

0.75 ±0.03

0.62 ±0.03

/1 — / D
/ 1TBN / ^TBN

0.23 ±0.01

0.61 ±0.04

0.32±0.03

0.61 ±0.04

The January-97 results are for the upper-limit case giving the 20% DTN

intensity. The September-00 data gave, with the two component fit, a consistent and
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reliable result. On the other hand, the fit of the November-00 data gave a broader

DTN distribution than for the September-00 data. This difference could partly be

explained by the fact that a few central detector channels malfunctioned during the

November-00 data collection period; these central channels are quite important for

determining the shape of the DTN distribution. The decrease in the relative intensity,

from September-00 to November-00 is significant, and to study the situation further a

summation of the two data sets was performed, here labelled September-

00+November-OO. The summed data gave a fit close to the September-00 result; in

fact, the individual R-values and the Rdt/RTBN -ratios were practically identical. This

again indicates that the September-00 results are of slightly higher quality.

5. Tritium and deuterium densities - a model

5.1. Theory

As an independent check on the experimental results presented in section 4.4.2, a

model calculation of the tritium concentration has been performed. This calculation is

based mostly on well-known physics but also includes some simplifying assumptions.

In a plasma of pure deuterium fuel, the intensity of dd-reactions, integrated over time

and volume, is:

=-\\nd nd (addv)dVdt (5.1.1)
9 JJ NB' "BULK \ "" I '

where n, is the deuterium density of the NBI heating (see Section 1.3), nd is the
aNBI J ° • ' "BULK

deuterium density of the bulk thermal plasma and ((7ddvj is the integral over the

crossection for the dd-reaction times the deuteron velocity distribution, where the

latter depends on both energy and time. Integrating over unit volume and unit time

with constant conditions gives the reaction rate, R:

R..=-n, n, (crMv) (5.1.2)
dd ~ dNBI dBULK \ dd I v '
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In general, the assumption of constant conditions over volume and time are not valid

for real fusion plasmas. Nevertheless, to keep the calculation on a reasonable level of

complexity this simplification has been adopted here. An indication of the validity of

the assumption can be obtained by comparing the calculation with the experimental

results, as will be done in Section 6.

As mentioned earlier, even under conditions when only deuterium is used as

fuel, small amounts of tritium will still be present in the plasma, through the

d + d —>t + p reactions. In addition, after periods when substantial amounts of

tritium have been used as fuel, the tritium retained in the vessel walls will, over time,

be recycled into the plasma and thus give rise to dt-reactions.

Similar to Eq. 5.1.2, the reaction rate for dt reactions due to recycled tritium

can then be written:

(5-1-3)

where the nd is the same as in Eq. 5.1.2, nt is the density of the recycled, thermal

tritium present in the vessel and the (crdtv) is again the integral over the velocity

distribution times the crossection, but where the odt now refers to the dt-reaction.

Finally, for the tritium bred in dd- reactions (Eq. 1.2.1) we have:

RTBN = ndmLK n r m {(?dtvTBN ) (5.1.4)

where the tritium concentration, nTm , is the result of the initial dd- reaction and is

therefore a function of Rdd . Thus, combining Eq. 5.1.2 and 5.1.4 we get:

~

The {odtvTBN } now includes the crossection function for the dt- reaction and the

velocity function for the tritons produced by dd-reactions, which are born with a mean

energy of about 1 MeV and then slowed down in the plasma.
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Combining Eq. 5.1.3 and 5.1.5, the absolute tritium density can now be

expressed as:

{(7dtV)

5.2. Input to the calculation

The different components in Eq. 5.1.6 can be derived and calculated from various

sources. The ratio Rdt/RTBN is in this model a free parameter. As will later be shown,

it can be estimated from the measurements of the MPR spectrometer. The nA in
x aBULK

Eq. 5.1.6 is a function of Zeff and ne (see Eq. 5.2.3 below), where Zeff is a function of

the amount of impurities in the plasma and ne is the electron density. Data for these

two latter quantities were extracted from the JET database. They were both weighted

with the time resolved neutron yield by

and

-TT^ (5-2-2)

This weighting was done in order to get a final value correlated to the time evolution

of the neutron emission rate during a plasma pulse. The bulk deuterium density is then

known to be [10]:

nH =np — (5.2.3)
a BULK e c 'H
a BULK

A summation of plasma pulses from October and November 2000 was made

and the mean values of Zeff * and n* calculated, as presented in table 5.2.1.
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Table 5.2.1. Calculated mean values of Z „ and ne for a set of pulses

from September and November 2000. The fld is calculated according

to Eq. 5.2.3.

Weighted Zeff

Weighted ne

"BULK

1.8151

3.40-1019

2.84-1019

The reactivities (crdtv), (crdtvTBN) and {oddv) of Eq. 5.1.6 were calculated

using the SNAP code. SNAP is based on the theory of slowing down of fast charged

particles using the Fokker-Planck equation. The Fokker-Planck equation is a partial

differential equation, which is commonly used in plasma physics to calculate the

evolution of a population of charged particles over time. Two assumptions can be

made to make the Fokker-Planck equation easier to solve. The first is that the source

function of the particles slowed down (in the plasma) can be given by a S function,

i.e., all the particles have the same initial energy. The second assumption is that the

velocity of the ions in the background plasma can be described by a Maxwellian

distribution. These two assumptions make it possible to write the Fokker-Planck

equation in the following form [2].

(5.2.4)

where

a = 1.1 15 (5.2.5)

(5.2.6)

and where

Ax = the atomic number of particle x,

In Aae = the Coulomb logarithm for collisions between particles and the electrons,

typically about 17 in tokamak plasmas [2]. The subscript a, corresponds to the

particle in question.
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Te = the electron temperature (eV),

b = index running over all ionic particles.

It should be noted that in Eq. 5.2.4, the rate of energy change depends

dominantly on the electron temperature, Te, while the dependence on the electron

density, ne is weak. In order to use relevant values for Te in the calculation, a

reference to the experimental conditions at the time has to be done. Thus, electron

temperatures for the pulses included in the NES data analysis (see Section 4.) were

extracted from the JET database. To study the Te dependence further the pulses were

divided into two sets, one set with high Te and another with low Te. This division of

the data was performed according to the maximum temperature (TMAX); the

temperature data were taken from the Michelson Interferometer. TMAX was

considered to be the most representative Te for this case. The difference between high

Te and low Te in TMAX was 3.83 keV and calculations were carried out for the

temperature sets.

The value of the ((7^ i>) integral also depends on the energy of the injected

neutral beam particles. The two NBI energies available at JET are 80keV and 140keV.

The calculated results for((Jddv), done separately for each combination of Te and NBI

energy, are shown in Table 5.2.2.

Table 5.2.2. Results for the (<rddv) integral for the two NBI energies available at JET.

The ratio of the two values also presented.

Set

High Te

Low Te

NBI 80 keV

(io-24—)
s

2.01

1.26

fa")
NBI 140 keV

(lO"24 — )
s

4.7

3.28

{GMV)mkeV

\addV)l40keV

0.428

0.384
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As can be seen in Table 5.2.2, the (oddv) is roughly linearly dependent on the

projectile energy.

To evaluate {odtvTBN ) , the triton was assumed to have a birth energy of 1.01

MeV, according to the previously derived Eq. 1.2.1. Results are presented in Table

5.2.3.

Table 5.2.3. Results for (<JdtvTBN} for the two temperature sets.

Set

High Te

Low Te

6.8110"22

6.91 -10"22

Table 5.2.3 shows that the variation in (crdtvTBN) is small for the selected

conditions.

The deuterium velocity distribution in(adtv}, can be assumed to have two

different contributions. First, there is a thermal part, described by a Maxwellian

function. The second contribution is due to the auxiliary heating by means of NBI

beams, which can build up a non-Maxwellian ion energy distribution. Neutrons are in

this latter case generated by various supra-thermal ion reactions, such as beam-thermal

reactions, where the beam ions are interacting with the thermal plasma, and beam-

beam interactions. When present, the beam-thermal reaction increases the reactivity

by a factor of 20. The beam-beam reaction is generally weak. Before and after the

auxiliary heating the thermal-thermal reactions dominates [11].

Because of the dominance of the beam-thermal reaction rate, the \<Jdtv) is

calculated as a slowing down process, in this case the slowing down of the 80 or 140

keV beam particles.

Putting the results from Tables 5.2.1, 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 together, the tritium density, nt,

can now be presented as a graph using Eq. 5.1.6. The results are presented in Fig.

5.2.1.
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-Set1

-Set2

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

dt/TBN-reaction rate

Figure 5.2.1. Tritium density dependence on the Rdl/RTBN -ratio. The two lines show

how the values of the temperature sets varies.

Even with an electron temperature difference of almost 4 keV, the nt

difference between high Te and low Te is only 17 %, as can be seen in Fig. 5.2.1.

Thus, even without a detailed knowledge of the exact plasma conditions, e.g., with

respect to the temperature, the calculated nt should still be accurate on a level ± 20

%. With the input derived above, Eq. 5.1.6 can now be evaluated for different values

of the ratio Rdt/RTBN . As seen in Fig. 5.2.1, the nt is linearly dependent on

Rdt/RTBN , assuming all other conditions to be constant.
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6. Comparison between MPR data and calculations

6.1 Putting it all together

The data extraction and analysis procedures used in this thesis were discussed in

some detail in Section 4. In Section 5 was presented a calculation to estimate the

tritium concentration using data from the JET database. Next, we compare the results

obtained by measurements with those given by the calculation.

In Table 6.1.1 are presented previously extracted and new experimental results,

together with the calculations. An asterisk (*) marks the data points obtained in this

thesis. The first five Rdt/RTBN -values presented in the Table 6.1.1 have been

extracted from MPR data in a previous work [12].

Table 6.1.1. The time evolution of the Rd,/RTBN and the relative tritium density.

Time of measurement

Dec 97

Oct98

Feb99

Mar 99

Oct99

Sept 00*

Nov 00*

Rdt/RTBN

44.45 ±0.44

1.86 ±0.04

0.98 ±0.01

0.91 ±0.02

1.07 ±0.02

0.61 ±0.04

0.32±0.03

n,

(n, + nd)

Calculations

1.9-10"3

8.1-10"'

4.3-10"'

4.0-10"'

4.6-10"'

2.6-10"'

1.4-10"'

Comparison

1.0-10"2

4.2-10""

2.2-10""

2.0-10""

2.4-10""

1.4-10""

7.1-10"'

In the column "Calculations", Eq. 5.1.6 has been used to calculate the tritium

density, using the experimentally obtained Rdt/RTBN , together with the calculated

values for nd (Eq. 5.2.2), {oddv) , (<JdtvTBN) and {odtv) . To make this calculation

possible, it is assumed that the values obtained fovZeff* and nd* in the present work

(Table 5.2.1) are applicable also for plasma pulses from other measurement periods.

The {<Jddv) , {odtvTBN ) and {odtv) in Eq. 5.1.6 were calculated using SNAP for
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different plasma scenarios as explained in Section 5.2. Note that, according to Eq.

5.1.6, with the assumption that plasma conditions are constant the tritium density is

linearly dependent on the Rdt/RTBN -ratio.

In the second column, "Comparison", the MPR results have been used in a purely

experimental approach, with no reference to model calculations. In order to obtain an

absolute scale in this case, a tritium density of 1 • 10~2 was assumed for the Dec-97

data point; this is the value used in Ref. [12] as the tritium level after the DTE1

campaign. However, as can be seen in Figure 6.1.1, the tritium concentration varies

quite considerably depending on which measurement method was being used. A

reliable reference value is therefore difficult to obtain.

Phase- I Phase II

Figure 6.1.1 Tritium density in the JET vessel during DTE1
and the Clean-up campaign.

The December-97 data point in Table 6.1.1. was obtained using pulses in the

range 43306-44390, from experiments conducted in Dec-97 and Jan-98. From Figure

6.1.1 it can be seen that the measured tritium concentration level at that time varied

between 1 • 10~2 and 5 • 10"4. A value of nt = 1.9 • 10~3 as obtained in the

"Calculations" column, is then well within the range of values presented in figure

6.1.1. A tritium concentration of 1 • 10~2 for the Dec-97 data point should, on the other

hand, rather be seen as an upper limit for the tritium concentration and not as a

representative mean value.

By using 1 • 10~2 as the reference value, systematically higher values of the

tritium density are obtained in the "Comparison" compared to the "Calculations"

column of Table 6.1.1. Using the MPR Rdt/RTBN results and the 1 • 10~2 reference
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point, the tritium density level would, in Nov-00, be 7.1-10 5 . This should be

compared with the value 1.4-10~5 obtained with the calculations of Section 5, as

shown in the "Calculations" column.

As a check on these results, two other independent measurements of the

tritium density can be used. In one approach, data from the JET neutron camera (KN3)

was used to deduce a relative tritium concentration of 25(±0.5) • 10~6 for pulse 49755,

recorded in December -99 [13]. Another result comes from the Residual Gas

Analyser, which in October -98 made several measurements of the tritium

concentration. The mean value of these measurements gives a value of nt = 2.1 A • 10"4

[14]. The results from the two independent measurements, together with the

"Calculation" and "Comparison" results from Table 6.1.1, are presented in Figure

6.1.2.

O
-I—»

o

1.E-01

1.E-02

1.E-03

1.E-04

1.E-0
Mar-97

HHH

Mar-98 Apr-99

Time

May-00

• Calculations

88 Comparison

AKN3

:;i;: Residual gas analyser

Jun-01

Figure 6.1.2. The time evolution of the JET tritium concentration after DTE1. Results from the

MPR are compared to two independent measurements.

"Calculations" refers to the results obtained combining Eq. 5.1.6 with the

MPR results on Rdt/RTBN . "Comparison" involves a purely experimental approach

using a reference value of ct/(ct +cd) = \% for Dec-97. The KN3 and the "Residual gas

analyser" represent two independent measurements.
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7. Discussion and outlook

The results obtained in this report are presented in section 6. The results from

MPR data before the DTE1, in Jan-97, can be seen as a sensitivity test for the Excel-

based analysis method and gives an upper limit for the background tritium intensity of

20% at that time. The results from September and November-00 were obtained in a

quite strait forward analysis and are considered to have small errors, see Table 6.1.1.

In the model presented in section 5, on the other hand, uncertainties are fairly large.

To achieve an absolute number for the present and previous tritium concentrations in

the vessel, several assumptions had to be made. A more detailed analysis could

certainly be done, but is not within the scope of this thesis.

The first and most important assumption made in the calculations concerned the

dt-reaction and the resulting (odtv). If ((Jdtv) were assumed to be due to thermal

reactions, the result changes by several orders of magnitude for relevant ion

temperatures. Thus, depending on this assumption, the final tritium concentration

result varies by more than one order of magnitude. In this thesis it is assumed that

((7dtv) is not thermal but rather due to interactions between non-thermal deuterium

beam particles and the bulk plasma.

A second assumption is that the deuterium density in the JET plasma can be

estimated with Eq. 5.2.3. As the bulk deuterium density dominates the plasma and the

beam deuterium density, which is much lower, cancelled out in Equation 5.1.6,

Eq.5.2.3 probably gives a fair estimate of the plasma deuterium density. Other

assumptions, like that of constant plasma conditions over time and pulses and the unit

volume approximation are not within the scope of this thesis to investigate. However,

the good agreement between the results presented here and two other, independent

measurements of the tritium concentration indicates that the assumption made are to a

large degree valid.

The relatively big drop in the tritium concentration between December-97 and

October 98 (see Figure 6.2.1) might be due to the fact that the divertor was taken out

and changed at the time. The divertor contained 30-40 % of the tritium retained in the

vessel [8]. The JET tokamak has also been shut down for periods of several months
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where gas can have leaked out to the atmosphere and resulted in a decrease of the

tritium concentration, even without plasma pulse operations. As JET operates using

different plasma configurations, the retained and produced tritium interacts with the

deuterium in different ways. All these conditions can affect the relative tritium

concentration evolution.
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8. Summary and conclusions

This report describes measurements of the relative tritium intensities before the

DTE 1-campaign in 1997 and its evolution thereafter. In particular, new experimental

data, obtained in September and November-00, have been analysed in this report.

Furthermore, an attempt to derive and calculate the absolute value of the tritium

concentration is presented.

The measurements have used Neutron Emission Spectroscopy with data from the

MPR spectrometer. The calculations were made with input from the JET data base

and from the Spectroscopic Neutron Analysis Program code, available at JET.

The analysis of the experimental data was done with a two-component model for

the neutron energy spectrum, where one component is due to tritium bred in the

plasma (TBN) and a second is due to tritium recycled from the vessel walls (DTN).

The analysis of data from before the DTE1 gave an upper limit of 20% for the

retained tritium (DTN) component. This can be seen as the sensitivity limit for the

subsequent measurements.

The Rdt/RTBN -ratio in Sept-00 and Nov-00 were found to be 0.61 and 0.40,

using MPR data and the NES method.

The calculations gave a method to estimate the tritium concentration. Using

the relative tritium intensities from the MPR measurements, an absolute tritium

evolution could be obtained. Using the model, the present (Sept-00) tritium

concentration, Ct/(Ct +Cd), was found to be 26 • 10"6 (26 ppm).
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